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INTELLIGENT
AUTOMATION
SUCCESSFUL USE CASES

IT SUPPORT

Your IT teams are skilled, well trained and a valuable resource — but many
businesses focus their time on low value tasks. Instead of your skilled staff
performing password resets and simple administrative tasks, let Virtual
Workers perform them instead. Releasing your skilled staff to work on the
things that matter — innovation and your customers.

TRANSFORMATION

Transform the way you connect with your customers, by taking the analog
and turning it digital. Bring your services into the modern world by using
intelligent automation to modernize legacy systems and build a new
digital business. With Intelligent automation, you can avoid replacement or
redevelopment of the back-end systems and be digital by default.

BACK OFFICE

The Back Office is full of simple, high volume processes that can be
automated with ease using intelligent automation. Move your staff onto
more value-added tasks, while automation can handle processes from
payroll to procurement. Create a back office were staff have the time to fix
that problem they always wanted to, and add that human touch.

FRONT OFFICE

Customer facing roles are too often taken up by tasks that are easy to
perform, but time consuming to deliver. Put time back in your frontline
staffs’ hands and create an omni-channel service for your customers.
Allowing your business to be accessed any time, day or night, through any
channel the customer sees fit, using technology such as chatbots, or selfservice forms.

DATA MANAGEMENT

We live in an information driven world and the amount of data is growing
exponentially. How to manage this data is becoming a task that is
constantly growing and is requiring more man hours to look after. Instead
of using valuable staff time to look after data management, use intelligent
automation, creating error free, optimized data, primed for use in assisted
decisions.

ONE OFFICE

Create a digital ‘one office’ by weaving processes across front, middle and
back office. Move away from the static functions of business and towards
a dynamic enterprise that evolves through automation. Ensuring end-toend workflows and a single organizational island. This means there are no
longer hand-offs that miss the mark and departments interact how they are
intended to.

For more info: www.thoughtonomy.com

